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The Honorable Philip R. Sharp 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Fossil and Synthetic Fuels 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Your letter of December 9, 1982, expressed concern about the 
progress the U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation (Corporation) has 
made in meeting its mandated objectives of the Energy Security Act 
(Public Law No. 96-294, June 30, 1980). Specifically, you asked 
that we determine (1) what progress the Corporation has made in 
meeting the objectives of the act, (2) the success the Corporation 
has had in encouraging private sponsor participation, (3) the rea- 
sons project sponsors have dropped specific projects, (4) whether 
other available financing options under the act other than those 
the Corporation used would have been more effective, (5) the 
effect of the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act 
(TEFRA) (Public Law No. 97-248, Sept. 3, 1982) on the economic 
viability of synthetic fuels projects, and (6) what factors need 
to be considered by the Congress in any reevaluation of the Cor- 
poration's funding needs. In addition, in subsequent meetings 
with your office , you asked that we obtain industry's views on the 
potential effects of reductions in the Department of Energy's 
(DOE'S) fossil fuels research and development budget on the Cor- 
poration's commercialization activities. 

To answer these questions, we interviewed the Corporation's 
Vice Presidents for Projects and Finance and reviewed pertinent 
Corporation documents concerning the Corporation's past efforts 
and future plans to develop a synthetic fuels industry. We also 
reviewed a February 1983 Congressional Research Service report, 
Synthetic Fuels Corporation and National Synfuels Policy. In 
addition, we talked to officials and reviewed pertinent documents 
of private U.S. companies--oil companies, energy pipeline com- 
panies, construction/engineering firms, and investment banking 
firms --that have been actively involved In the design, construc- 
tion, and financing of synthetic fuels projects. While the report 
expresses the views of these private sector officials, we did not 
perform on independent verrficatlon of their statements. Appendix 
I contains a more detailed discussion of the objectives, scope, 
and methodology. Appendix II provides a complete listing of the 
private sector companies and associations we contacted during the 
review. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. SYNTHETIC FUELS INDUSTRY 

With the Iranian crisis in 1979, the United States was faced, 
for the second time in 6 years, with skyrocketing crude oil 
prices. Responding to the need to develop domestic sources of 
energy I the Congress passed the Energy Security Act in June 1980. 
The act created the Synthetic Fuels Corporation to provide finan- 
cial assistance in such forms as price guarantees, loan guaran- 
tees, and purchase agreements1 to undertake synthetic fuels 
projects. The act set 500,000 barrels of crude oil equivalent per 
day as the 1987 national production goal and 2 million barrels per 
day as the 1992 goal. The act also directed the Corporation to 
provide financial assistance to private industry to develop a 
technical diversity of processes, methods, and techniques for each 
domestic resource that offers significant potential for use as a 
synthetic fuels feedstock. 

In addition to the production and diversity goals, the act 
embodied other broader goals. These include (1) encouraging the 
flow of capital funds to the production of synthetic fuels, (2) 
encouraging private capital investment, (3) reducing the nation's 
economic vulnerability to disruption of imported energy supplies, 
and (4) giving special consideration to the production of syn- 
thetic fuels for national defense applications. 

The Energy Security Act authorizes up to $88 billion for 
alternative fuels development, of which $20 billion in appropria- 
tions could have been requested as of June 30, 1980. Appropria- 
tions' requests for the remaining $68 billion cannot be made until 
after Congress' approval of the Corporation's comprehensive strat- 
egy document, which must be developed and submitted to the 

lThe act defines these terms as follows. In price guarantees, 
the Corporation will guarantee a certain price for the product 
that the project sponsor produced. For loan guarantees, the 
Corporation will guarantee debts that the sponsor incurred 
related to the project. In purchase agreements, the Corporation 
contracts to purchase all or part of the project's synthetic 
fuels production. 

*The raw material (i.e., coal or oil shale) used in the synthetic 
fuels project. 

2 
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Conqr-ess by &June 30, 1984.3 The act states that this document 
mus,t provide the Corporation's strategy in achieving the national 
synthetic fuels production goals. 

The Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appro- 
prlations Act of 1980 (Public Law No. 96-126, Nov. 27, 1979) and 
the Supplemental Appropriations and Rescissions Act of 1980 
(Public I,aw No. 96-304, July 8, 1980) appropriated $19 billion of 
the $20 billion authorization. Of these funds, the Congress 
directed that $6 billion be available to the Corporation in July 
1980 and an additional $6.2 billion in June 1982. The Congress 
also directed that $5.5 billion ($300 million was rescinded in 
June 1981) be appropriated to DOE to finance an interim synthetic 
fuels program and an additional $1.3 billion (about $1 billion was 
rescinded in June 1981) be appropriated to DOE and the Department 
of Agriculture to finance an alternative fuels program using bio- 
mass (timber, animal waste, sewage, etc.) feedstock. 

As of April 1984, six synthetic fuels projects had received 
financial assistance awards. The Corporation had made three 
awards-- a $120-million price guarantee for the Cool Water coal 
gasification project in California, a $620-million price guarantee 
for the Dow Syngas coal gasification project in Louisiana,4 and 
about $820,000 in design assistance money for the First Colony 
peat-to-methanol project in North Carolina.5 DOE made three 
awards under its synthetic fuels program. DOE awarded a $2.02- 
billion loan guarantee for a coal gasification project, a $400- 
million price guarantee for one oil shale project, and a $1.2- 
billion loan guarantee for another. DOE also made grants 

3At its February 1984 meeting, the Corporation's Board voted to 
submit the comprehensive strategy document by June 30, 1984, 
rather than request up to a year's extension--as authorized by 
the act. However, the Board indicated that it intended to submit 
a supplement during the first quarter of 1985 to reflect further 
information and experience gained from its ongoing financial 
assistance negotiations with project sponsors. 

4This award was approved at the April 26, 1984, Board meeting. We 
are reviewing the legality of this award, approval of letters of 
intent to the Northern Peat and Great Plains projects, and other 
Board actions that took place at this meeting at the request of 
Senators Proxmire and Metzenbaum and Congressman Wolpe. 

5AS of April 1984, the Corporation is no longer considering this 
project for the loan and price guarantees its sponsors had been 
requesting. Our report, Circumstances Surrounding the First 
Colony Peat-to-Methanol Project, GAO/RCED-84-32, Nov. 10, 1983, 
discusses this project. 

3 



totallnq $200 million to companies performing project design 
studies for synthetic fuels projects. The remaining unobligated 
funds and monitoring responsibility for the two oil shale 
projects6 were transferred to the Corporation when the President 
declared It operational on February 9, 1982.’ The Department of 
the Interior and Related Agencies Fiscal Year 1982 Appropriations 
Act (Public I,aw No. 97-100) dlrected the coal gasification project 
to remain under DOE's purview. 

The synthetic fuels industry has faced changing economic and 
energy conditions since the June 1980 passage of the Energy Secur- 
lty Act. At the time the act was passed, past trends indicated 
that the prices of imported oil would continue to increase. How- 
ever, a worldwide recession and oil conservation programs have 
reduced overall petroleum use, while domestic production has 
increased. In March 1983 domestic prices declined when the Organ- 
ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries announced a crude oil 
price reduction from $34 to $29 a barrel. 

In addition to changing economic and energy conditions, syn- 
thetic fuels development faces uncertainties with its technology, 
financing, and regulatory compliance. Regarding technical as- 
pects, commercial experience with most of the key processes and 
technologies is virtually nonexistent in the United States. 
Financial uncertainties include not only the future prices of con- 
ventional energy sources but also the costs of plant construction 
and the marketability of the plant's products. Regulatory uncer- 
tajntles relate to potential environmental, health and safety, and 
socioeconomic impacts. 

Including the two coal gasification projects which the 
Corporation has awarded $740 million in price guarantees, the 
Corporation has stated that it plans to award about $14.8 million 
in financial assistance by early 1985. However, its ability to do 
so may be curtailed, On May 25, 1984, President Reagan transmit- 
ted to the Congress a request to rescind $9 billion of the Corpo- 
ration's remaining unobligated funds. The proposal has already 
been officially introduced in both houses of the Congress--H.R. 
5772 on June 4, 1984 and S.2735 on June 7, 1984. According to the 
National Council on Synthetic Fuels Production, while nerther of 
these bills may be approved as stand-alone legislation in the 
short time remaining in this congressional session, it could take 

60nc* of the oil shale projects was terminated on June 22, 1982. 

'The Corporation actually began operations in late 1980. Until 
becoming operational, the Corporation performed such functions as 
establlshlng administrative procedures and requesting and 
evaluating proposed synthetic fuels projects. 

4 



c)n ttlr: form of s floor amc!ndment to an unrelated appropriations 
t-11 11. 

SslJMMAHY OF INFORMATION OBTAINED --- 

It has been difficult for the Corporation to make progress 
toward the goals of the Energy Security Act due to the changing 
economic and energy conditions since the passage of the act. 
The l+bvel of private industry interest in synthetic fuels develop- 
ment has been effected by such factors as declining crude oil 
ljt-ices and the large capital investment needed for project con- 
strllction. Information that the Corporation and private industry 
officials provided in response to your specific questions are pro- 
vided below. Detailed information pertaining to each of the ques- 
tlons is included as appendix I to this report. 

--What progress has the Synthetic Fuels Corporation made In 
meeting the ob;lectives ot the Energy Security Act? 

Relative to the national synthetic fuels production goals, 
as of April 1984, the Corporation had awarded about $740 
mllllon In price guarantees for two coal gasification 
projects, expected to produce the equivalent of about 9,500 
barrels of crude oil per day.8 Recognizing that achieving 
the production goals will be difficult, the Corporation has 
adopted an approach of working toward another major goal of 
the act-- supporting projects of a diverse range of technol- 
ogies. As of April 1984, the Corporation is considering 10 
projects for financial assistance, which include 1 coal 
gasification,g 4 oil shale, 1 peat, 2 tar sands, and 2 
heavy oil technologies. Among these projects and other 
proposals for projects it expects to receive from further 
solicitations, the Corporation has said that it plans to 
make financial assistance awards to about 12 projects by 
early 1985. By making only minimum progress toward its 
production goals, the Corporation will contribute only 

8The Corporation and sponsors of the First Colony peat-to-methanol 
project had a cost-sharing agreement of about $820,000 to refine 
the project's design so as to improve the accuracy of the 
estimated costs. As of April 1984, the Corporation is no longer 
considering the project for the loan and price guarantees the 
c;ponsors had been requesting. 

9Th1s project is Great Plains which has already received a loan 
guarantee from DOE. In addition, Great Plains has received a 
letter of intent from the Corporation that states that the 
Corporation would award Great Plains $790 million in price 
guarantee assistance. 

5 
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marginally toward the act 's other qoals such as encouraging 
private capital investment, improvinq the nation's balance 
of payments, and fostering treater energy security. 

--What success has the Synthetic Fuels Corporation had in 
encouraqinq privatelsponsor participation? 

It has received proposals from the sponsors of 108 projects 
in response to its solicitations. Of these projects, the 
two financial assistance awards mentioned previously have 
resulted in private sponsors contributing $389 million in 
equity. As of April 1984, the Corporation has 10 projects 
under consideration for financial assistance. The 
Corporation has signed letters of intent'0 for four 
projects in which the Corporation would award a total of 
about $6 billion in price and loan guarantees and the 
project sponsors would commit a total of approximately $4.3 
billion in equity. The combined production of these four 
projects is expected to be about 81,000 barrels of oil 
eauivalent a day. In addition, financial assistance 
negotiations are underway with the six other projects, with 
an estimated expected total production of 32,000 barrels of 
crude oil equivalent a day. 

--Why have project sponsors dropped synthetic fuels projects? 

Industry has abandoned or postponed synthetic fuels 
projects primarily due to chanqes in the world energy situ- 
ation which result in many projects not being economically 
feasible. Industry officials pointed out that the energy 
situation today is much different from that existing when 
the Corporation was established. Specifically, (1) oil is 
plentiful with about 8 to 10 million barrels per day of 
excess capacity in the world market, (2) the trend in 
risinq prices has been stopped with prices declining since 
early 1981, (3) demand is down because of energy conserva- 
tion measures, and the world economy has been in a reces- 
sionary period, and (4) 1982 tax legislation would reduce a 
project sponsor's after-tax return on investment. 

loLetters of intent are not leqally bindinq documents. The 
letters are intended to document the financial terms neqotiated 
between the Corporation and the project sponsor. The letters 
also discuss the various conditions which the sponsor must meet 
before the Corporation's Roard of Directors will consider 
approving the financial terms. 

6 
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---would other available financing options under the Energy 
Security Act have been more effective? 

While the Energy Security Act authorizes the Corporation to 
also offer purchase agreements, loans, and joint ven- 
tures,” many private industry decisionmakers said that 
the Corporation offers the most effective financial tools 
authorized under the act--price guarantees, loan guaran- 
tees, or a combination of the two--to develop a synthetic 
fuels industry once the energy and economic climates 
improve. Some of these officials said, however, that under 
the current conditions, the only way major synthetic fuels 
projects will be built is if the federal government con- 
tracts for their construction and operation. 

--What is the effect of the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal 
Responsibility Act (TEFRA) on synthetic fuels? 

TEFRA, by repealing or modifying many of the provisions 
enacted by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), 
significantly reduces the after-tax return on major con- 
struction projects, including synthetic fuels projects. 
Industry officials we contacted involved in synthetic fuels 
projects, including energy companies, construction/engi- 
neering firms, investment banking firms, and trade associa- 
tlons, said that the effect of TEFRA, in combination with 
the December 31, 1982, expiration date for use of certain 
energy-tax credits, would reduce the after-tax rate of 
return to the sponsor. Although some officials could not 
provide the estimated reduction, for those that did, the 
estimates were in a wide range--l0 percent to 50 percent. 
The officials said that most projects will not be able to 
attract sufficient equity capital unless the Corporation 
provides the additional amount of financial assistance 
necessary to compensate for the effects of these tax law 
changes. 

--What factors need to be considered in any reevaluation by 
the Congress of the Synthetic Fuels Corporation’s funding 
needs? 

Any reevaluation of future funding needs is dependent upon 
what the Congress ultimately decides are acceptable levels 
Of synthetic fuels production and diversity of technolo- 
gles. A key short-term consideration is how the Corpora- 
tion can maximize its contribution to the diversity Of 

"An agreement under which the Corporation and one or more 
private sponsors share in the cost of constructing and 
operating a project. 

7 
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technologies' goal from the $14.8 billion12 it intends to 
award by early 1985. Although the Corporation will not be 
able to achreve the production goals, it may achieve diver- 
sity in its synthetic fuels program if it makes awards to 
several of the projects it IS considering for financial 
assistance. For example, In addition to the oil shale 
project that the Corporation received from DOE, the Corpo- 
ration has funded two coal gasification projects. Projects 
that the Corporation is considering use various technolo- 
gies to convert such resources as coal, oil shale, peat, 
tar sands, and heavy oil into liquid and gaseous fuels. 
The Corporation maintains it could fund an additional 5 to 
6 projects with this $14.8 billion if certain tax law 
changes, such as reinstating the benefits removed by TEFRA, 
were enacted. It also said that with additional tax bene- 
fits, the project sponsors will not likely seek as much 
Corporation support. 

A key long-term consideration relates to how much emphasis 
the Congress wants to place on the act's production and 
diversity goals beyond what is accomplished with the $14.8 
billion. The Energy Security Act states that the Congress 
will decide its ultimate funding levels and thus, the 
future of the Corporation when the Congress assesses the 
Corporation's comprehensive strategy document. 

--What are industry's views on the potential effects of 
re uctlons in DOE's j OSSl 
budget on the Synthetic Fuels Corporation's commerclallza- 
tion activities? 

Officials representing both energy companies and construc- 
tion/engineering firms gave mixed opinions on the effects 
of reductions in DOE's fossil fuels research and develop- 
ment budget on the Corporation's ability to develop the 
initial stages of a commercial synthetic fuels industry. 
Some officials said that enough mature technologies are 
currently available to construct commercial-scale proj- 
ects. Other officials said that DOE should fund 
Intermediate-scale projects of less mature technologies so 
that, eventually, a wider variety of proven technologies 
will be available. 

120n February 15, 1984, GAO's Office of General Counsel 
determrned that $1.1 billion of a $1.2-billion loan guarantee 
commitment made for the Colony project, which was terminated, 
could be reused by the Corporation. This $1.1 billion is not 
included in the $14.8 billion. Also, as stated on page 4, 
legislation was introduced in June 1984 to rescind $9 billion of 
the Corporation's remaining unobligated funds. 

8 
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- - - .- 

We provided draft copies of the report to the Corporation for 
comment. The Corporation said that it found the report to be very 
thorough and had only a few comments which pertain entirely to 
minor inaccuracies. These comments have been incorporated where 
appropriate. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce 
its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this 
report until 30 days from the date of Its issuance. At that time 
we will send copies to interested parties and make copies avail- 
able to others upon request. 

','J. Dexter Peach ' 
/"' Director 
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APt’E:NDIX I APPENDIX I 

THE SYNTHETIC FUELS CORPORATION'S 

PROGRESS IN AIDING SYNTHETIC FUELS 

DEVELOPMENT 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY --- 

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Fossil and Synthetic Fuels, 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce requested that we determine 
the status of the Corporation's progress in meeting the goals of 
the Energy Security Act. In addition, he asked that we address 
factors which have effected private industry participation in syn- 
thetic fuels development. 

To answer these questions, we interviewed the Corporation's 
Vice Presidents for Projects and Finance concerning the Corpora- 
tion’s past efforts and future plans to develop a synthetic fuels 
industry. We reviewed Corporation data pertaining to the Corpora- 
tion's progress and constraints in achieving the goals of the 
act. We also reviewed the February 1983 Conqressional Research 
Service study, Synthetic Fuels Corporation and National Synfuels 
Policy, which discusses what may be accomplished by the Corpora- 
tion in the development of a synthetic fuels industry. 

To obtain some geographical dispersion, we talked to private 
companies who were affiliated with the synthetic fuels industry 
which are located in Cleveland, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 
Denver, Colorado; Memphis, Tennessee; Houston, Texas: New York, 
New York; and Washington, D.C., metropolitan areas. This effort 
Included interviewing decisionmakers from private U.S. companies 
such as oil companies, energy pipeline companies, and 
construction/engineering firms who are either actively involved 
with synthetic fuels projects or who had terminated synthetic 
fuels production plans. We also interviewed officials from 
investment banking companies (First Boston; Kidder Peabody and 
Company: Lehman Brothers, Kuhn, and Loeb, Incorporated; and 
Salomon Brothers) who either are or were equity sponsors or finan- 
cial advisors for specific synthetic fuels projects. In addition, 
we talked with trade association groups affiliated with the syn- 
thetic fuels industry such as the National Council on Synthetic 
Fuels Production, the American Petroleum Institute, and the 
American Gas Association. While the report expresses the views of 
these private sector individuals, we did not perform an 
independent verification of their statements. Appendix II 
contains a complete listing of the organizations we contacted 
during this study. 
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Our review was performed during the period January 1983 to 
April 1984 and was performed in accordance with generally accepted 
qovernment audltinq standards. 

The following sections discuss the six specific issues con- 
tained in the ChaIrman's letter and a seventh issue subsequently 
raised by the Chairman's office. 

WHAT PROGRESS HAS THE SYNTHETIC FUELS 
CORPORATION MADE IN MEETING THE 
OBJECTIVES OF THE ENERGY SECURITY ACT? ..---- 

The Corporation has recognized that achieving the act's syn- 
thetic fuels production goals equivalent to at least 500,000 bar- 
rels of crude oil per day by 1987 and of at least 2 million bar- 
rels of crude oil per day by 1992 will be difficult. The Corpo- 
ration has adopted an approach emphasizing the support of projects 
using a diverse range of technologies. 

Relative to the production goals, as of April 1984, the Cor- 
poration has awarded $740 million in price guarantees for two coal 
gasification projects (discussed further on pp. 4 and 5). The 
Corporation has also signed letters of intent for four projects, 
which are discussed in detail on pages 5 and 6. 

The Corporation is considering a number of other project pro- 
posals, representing various technologies and resource bases. 
Including the two coal gasification projects, the Corporation's 
Chairman stated that the Corporation intends to award $14.8 bil- 
lion in project assistance by early 1985. With this $14.8 bil- 
lion, the Corporation anticipates funding about 12 projects. If 
these 12 projects would each produce 11,000 barrels of oil equiva- 
lent per day-- the approximate average proposed size of the 10 
projects that the Corporation is considering for financial assis- 
tance, as of April 1984-- they would collectively produce about 
132,000 barrels toward the 500,000-barrel-per-day production goal. 

Accordinq to a Congressional Research Service report,l for 
t-hose projects that receive financial assistance, another 5 to 7 
years are likely to be required to reach full production and pro- 
vide the information needed to expand the technology. The report 
points out that industry will probably not develop additional 
1)rojects until this information is generated. The amount of time 
required to develop this information plus the time required to 
construct additional projects will limit the possible progress 
toward achieving the goal of 2 million barrels of crude oil per 
tjay equivalency by 1992. 

lsynthetic Fuels Corporation and National Synfuels Policy, 
Feb. 18, 1983. 
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The Corporation has decided to fund projects that it believes 
are desiqned to advance a wide diversity of synthetic fuels pro- 
cesses rather than concentratinq on near-term production. The two 
Jjrojccts receivinq the price auarantees use coal as their feed- 
stock. Of the 10 proposals beinq considered for financial 
assistance, letters of intent were siqned on 2 oil shale projects, 
1 coal qasification project, and 1 peat project. The Corpora- 
tion's six additional proposals for financial assistance represent 
a ranqe of technologies--two oil shale, two tar sands, and two 
heavy oil. 

Ry makinq only minimum progress toward its production qoals, 
the Corporation will contribute only marginally toward meeting 
the other goals embodied in the Enerqy Security Act. These 
include encouraginq private capital investment, improving the 
nation's balance of payments, and fostering greater energy 
security. 

WHAT SUCCESS HAS THE SYNTHETIC FUELS 
CORPORATION HAD IN ENCOURAGING PRIVATE 
SPONSOR PARTICIPATION? 

The Corporation has received proposals from the sponsors of 
108 projects in response to its solicitations requesting sponsors 
to submit proposals for financial assistance. These include four 
general solicitations2 and six solicitations tarqeted at specific 
technoloqies, resources, and/or geographical locations. No pro- 
posals have yet been received for the fourth general solicitation 
or the last two targeted solicitations, all of which have June 
1984 closing dates for submission of proposals. The Corporation 
has judqed several of the projects whose sponsors responded to the 
solicitations as worthy of support and is neqotiating with the 
sponsors on the terms of possible financial assistance. 

Sixty-three proposals were submitted by the first general 
solicitation's March 1981 deadline. Of these, 19 proposals were 
for coal liquefaction projects, 1 was a peat liquefaction project, 
16 were coal qasification proiects, 14 were oil shale projects, 10 
were tar sands and/or heavy oil projects, 1 was a coal-oil mixture 
project, 1 was a hydroqen from water project, and 1 project pro- 
posed to produce acetylene from calcium carbide derived from 

2These qeneral solicitations invited the submission of competitive 
proposals for financial assistance from companies interested in 
buildinq projects meeting the definition of a synthetic fuels 
project, as defined by the Enerqy Security Act. 

3 
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coal. DOE awarded assistance under its interim synthetic fuels 
program to three project proposals-- the Great Plains coal gasifi- 
cation project, the Union Phase I oil shale project, and the 
Colony oil shale project. Following the closeout of the DOE pro- 
gram I the sponsors of five additional projects that had applied 
to DOE requested that their proposals be transferred to the Cor- 
poration. These five projects, which included one oil shale 
project, one tar sands project, two coal-oil mixture projects, and 
one hydrogen from water project, were then included in the first 
general solicitation. 

Only two projects, Hampshire Energy and Breckinridge, coal 
liquefaction projects proposed in Wyoming and Kentucky, respec- 
tively, advanced into negotiations for possible awards for finan- 
cial assistance. However, the principal sponsors for these 
projects withdrew before the negotiations were completed due to 
economic conditions, increased project costs, coupled with in- 
creasing oil and natural gas supplies and decreasing prices in the 
energy market. 

Thirty-five proposals were submitted to the Corporation by 
the second general solicitation's deadline of June 1982. Of the 
35 proposals, 14 were new proposals and the remaining 21 were 
resubmittals from the first general solicitation. The 35 pro- 
posals include 9 coal liquefaction, 5 coal gasification, 7 oil 
shale, 1 coal-oil mixture, and 9 tar sands/heavy oil projects. 
Four additional proposals were received for production of syn- 
thetic fuels from coal by processes not easily classifiable. In 
addition, the Board of Directors subsequently moved three 
projects-- one peat liquefaction, one coal gasification, and one 
heavy oil-- from the first general solicitation into the second 
solicitation. As of April 1984 one of these second solicitation 
projects had received a price guarantee. This is: 

--The Cool Water project in California, which is expected to 
convert coal into a synthetic gas to generate electricity 
equal to that produced from 4,300 barrels per day of crude 
oil. The Corporation awarded a $120-million price quaran- 
tee. The project sponsors have committed $284 million in 
equity. 

Another project, the First Colony project in North Carolina, has 
received an award of about $820,000 in design assistance money. 
However, at its April 1984 meeting, the Corporation's Board of 
Directors dropped the project from further consideration in the 
second solicitation. 

The Corporation received 46 proposals for projects by the 
January 1983 deadline for the third general solicitation. Seven- 
teen of the 46 proposals were new applicants; 29 were resubmittals 
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from the first and second solicitations. The 46 proposals include 
10 coal liquefaction projects, 9 coal gasification projects, 13 
oil shale projects, and 11 tar sands/heavy oil projects. In 
addition, three proposals3 for other projects were submitted 
under this solicitation. The Board of Directors subsequently 
moved three additional projects--one tar sands, one heavy oil, and 
one coal qasification-- from the second solicitation into the third 
solicitation. As of April 1984, one of the third solicitation 
proJects had received a loan guarantee and three of the third 
solicitation projects had received letters of intent from the Cm- 
poration. These are: 

--The Dow Syngas coal gasification project in Louisiana, 
which LS expected to produce about 5,172 barrels of oil 
equivalent per day. The Corporation awarded a $620-million 
price guarantee. The project sponsor contributed an esti- 
mated $105 million in equity. 

--The Cathedral Bluffs oil shale project in Colorado, which 
is expected to produce 15,160 barrels per day of shale 
oil. The letter of intent specifies a maximum corporation 
obligation of $2.19 billion in the form of loan and price 
guarantees and approximately a $645-million project sponsor 
equity contribution. 

--The [Jnion Oil shale oil program, Phase II, in Colorado, 
which is expected to produce about 42,200 barrels per day 
of shale oil. The letter of intent specifies a price guar- 
antee in the maximum amount of $2.7 billion, with the esti- 
mated $3.2 billion construction and startup costs being 
paid solely by the sponsor. 

--The Northern Peat project in Maine, which is expected to 
produce about 2,745 barrels of oil equivalent per day of 
peat-derived solid fuel. The letter of intent specifies a 
maximum amount of $365 million in loan and price guarantees 
and a $52.4-million equity contribution. 

Six projects are also under the third solicitation which have 
passed the Corporation's evaluation tests and, as of April 1984, 
are St111 being considered for financial assistance. 

Six pro]ccts filed for assistance under the Corporation's 
targeted solicitation for western oil shale projects by the 

bne proposal was received for a calcium-carbide to acetylene 
proJect, one for a coal beneficiation (improving the properties 
of) project, and one for a project to produce a solid fuel from 
peat. 

5 
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March 15, 1983, deadline. Five of the six projects had also 
applied under previous solicitations. However, none of the SIX 
proposals are currently being considered under this targeted 
solicitation since two proposals were eliminated for not having 
identified a site and resource base and three other proposals did 
not meet the solicitation's deadline for submitting technical pro- 
posals and competitive bids. The remaining proposal was deemed 
nonrcsponsive to the solicitation’s requirements at the June 30, 
1983, Board meeting. 

The Corporation issued a targeted solicitation for Gulf 
Province (all or part of Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Texas) lignite projects with a July 25, 1983, 
closing date. Only one project sponsor --Arkansas Power and Light 
Company --responded, proposing a coal gasification project with 
expected production equivalent to about 11,400 barrels of oil a 
day. At its April 5, 1984, meeting, the Board of Directors 
dropped the project from further consideration for financial 
assistance. 

On June 30, 1983, the Board approved a targeted solicitation 
for eastern bituminous coal projects. This solicitation was sub- 
sequently amended on October 22, 1983, to allow ammonia and 
ammonia gas to be eligible products under the solicitation. The 
Corporation received nine proposals; two dealing with projects 
that also submitted proposals under previous solicitations. At 
its April 5, 1984, meeting, the Board determined that the one 
remaining project being considered under this solicitation-- 
Louisiana Synthetic Fuels --was nonresponsive to the solicitation's 
requirements. However, the Board encouraged the project sponsors 
to reapply to the Corporation because of its potential strength 
and its programmatic value as a gasification project using eastern 
or midwestern coal. 

On January 5, 1984, the Board approved a solicitation for 
coal or lignite gasification projects capable of producing a mini- 
mum of 10,000 barrels a day of crude oil equivalent by 1990, Only 
the Great Plains project in North Dakota submitted an official 
request for price guarantees by the solicitation's February 2, 
1984, closing date (Great Plains had previously received up to 
$2.02 billion in loan guarantees from DOE). On April 26, 1984, 
the Corporation signed a letter of intent with Great Plains in 
which Great Plains would receive a maximum of $790 million in 
price guarantees. The letter of intent states that as of April 2, 
1984, the project sponsors have invested about $452 million in 
equity capital. 

Also on January 5, 1984, the Board approved a solicitation 
for coal-water fuel projects. The Corporation is contemplating at 

6 
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least two awards under this solicitation; one to a project pro- 
ducing fuel for use in an industrial fuel burning facility and the 
other for a project producing fuel for use in an electric utility 
power plant. Interested project sponsors are required to submit 
qualification proposals by June 15, 1984. 

On February 16, 1984, final Board approval was given to a 
solicitation for coal or lignite gasification or liquefaction 
projects proposing to retrofit existing chemical plants, refin- 
eries, or other industrial facilities. The solicitation states 
that use of existing plant infrastructure may offer easier siting, 
potentially less stringent environmental and socioeconomic 
requirements, and a shorter construction schedule than that 
required for new plant facilities. Qualification proposals must 
be submitted by June 21, 1984. 

In an effort to provide an avenue for any previously rejected 
proposals to be reconsidered for financial assistance or other 
project proposals to apply for assistance, the Board, on 
February 16, 1984, approved a fourth general solicitation. The 
deadline for submission of qualification proposals for this solic- 
itation is June 29, 1984. 

WHY HAVE PROJECT SPONSORS DROPPED 
SYNTHETIC FUELS PROJECTS? 

According to industry and trade group officials, synthetic 
fuels projects have been abandoned or postponed indefinitely pri- 
marily due to changes in the world energy situation, which 
resulted in many projects not being economically feasible. Many 
industry officials pointed out that 3 to 4 years ago, synthetic 
fuels were thought to be the wave of the future, but the energy 
situation today is much different from that existing when the Cor- 
poration was established. Oil is plentiful with some 8 to 10 
million barrels per day of excess capacity in the world market. 
The trend in rising prices has been stopped with oil prices 
declining since early 1981. Demand is down, both because of 
energy conservation measures and because the world economy has 
been in a recessionary period. 

An American Petroleum Institute official stated that the 
economic downturn and lower oil prices due to the world oil glut 
have forced energy companies to cut back investments across the 
board. Because their synthetic fuels efforts represent a very 
small percentage of the companies' investment, this across the 
board cut reduced funds available for synthetic fuels. 

Another industry official stated that his company dropped its 
synthetic fuels project not only because the economic and energy 
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/ t It t-es c-hanged, but also because company officials were uncer- 
-.I1rI ,3#; to IE and when the Corporation would make a decision con- 
'*i 1 !11 II(J its project. This official added that because his company 
d<", a;pc’nrllnq approximately $2 million a month on design and engi- 
fli, "I I nq f9r its project-- without any assurance the Corporation 
vn11 1 1 r*~~~f~r- approve the project for financial assistance--it had no 
rl~r~rnc~t I’J~ but to drop the project when the economic climate 

c *t-j rlrlqcbrl . He added that if the Corporation had been willing to 
rwarrl h is company design assistance money (authorized by section 
1 {l(u) of the act), it might have caused his company to continue 
I t 5 c9c)mmltment to the project for at least another year. 

A:;hland Synthetic Fuels, in announcing the suspension of its 
I+reckinrldge coal liquefaction project, cited the effects of 
rfb(‘tAnt tax law changes which have reduced the potential tax bene- 
fits ;Issociated with the project. The effects of recent tax law 
(*hdnge:; on synthetic fuels development are discussed in detail 
t)o(Iinning on page 10. 

Investment bankers, involved as equity sponsors or financial 
advisors for synthetic fuels projects, generally concurred with 
industry officials in stating that projects have been dropped or 
po:,tponed because of the uncertainty of crude oil prices, the high 
c.ost of capital, and the current world crude oil surplus. One 
Investment banker, who was assisting in putting together the 
financing for a project that has been postponed indefinitely, 
c,ttited that interest in synthetic fuels investments will be uncer- 
tain until there is some indication of where oil prices will 
c;tahilize. 

WOULD OTHER AVAILABLE FINANCING 
OPTIONS UNDER THE ENERGY SECURITY 
ACT HAVE BEEN MORE EFFECTIVE? - 

Private industry officials generally stated that the finan- 
(*la1 tools that the Corporation is offering--price guarantees, 
Ic)an guarantees, or a combination of the two--are the most effec- 
I Eve options under the act to develop a synthetic fuels industry. 
1lowever, some of these officials believe that in order for syn- 
thetic fuels projects to be built, it may be necessary for the 
"orporatron to contract for the construction and operation of the 
1)r0 jects. 

Within the framework of the act, the Corporation is empowered 
to provide financial assistance in the following order of prior- 
Ity: (1) purchase agreements, price guarantees, and loan guaran- 
tees, (2) loans, and (3) joint ventures. The act prescribes maxi- 
rllurn limits for the amounts that may be awarded under purchase 
agreements, price and loan guarantees, loans, and joint ventures. 

8 
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No rno r-c’ than $3 billion can be awarded for any one project or to 
one corporation sponsoring several projects. 

The act also authorizes the Corporation to own up to threts 
synthetic fuels projects. The Corporation may contract for the 
construction and operation of such projects (referred to in the 
act as Corporation construction projects) only if, in the judgment 
of its Hoard of Directors, there will not be sufficient acceptable 
proposals to meet the purposes of the act and the projects would 
not otherwise be constructed with the other forms of financial 
assistance offered by the act. 

Tn addition, the act empowers the Corporation to enter into 
cost-sharing agreements4 with applicants for financial assistance 
to improve the accuracy of the preliminary total estimated costs 
upon which financial assistance will be based. These cost-sharing 
agreements are not to exceed 1 percent of the preliminary total 
estrmated cost of the applicant's proposed project. 

The Corporation can enter into multiple forms of financial 
assistance for projects. However, it must first determine that 
multiple forms of assistance are necessary for the viability of 
these projects and further, that these projects are necessary to 
achlove the purposes of the act. 

Most industry decisionmakers stated that loan and price guar- 
<3ntees should be enough to develop a synthetic fuels industry once 
the energy and economic climates improve. A few stated that under 
the current economic conditions, the only way some companies might 
consider becoming involved in synthetic fuels is if the federal 
g9vernment contracts for it (i.e., joint ventures and Corporation 
construction projects). However, some industry decisionmakers 
expressed reservations about government oversight and reporting 
requirements under such arrangements. 

Several industry officials stated that the $3 billion dollar 
limit for one project or sponsor should be increased. One offi- 
clal stated that recent tax law changes (to be discussed in the 
next two questions) have substantially reduced the tax benefits 
which companies hoped to realize from sponsoring synthetic fuels 
projects: thus, more financial assistance would be needed-- 
possibly in excess of $3 billion--from the Corporation. Other 
offlclals stated that because of the current energy and economic 
climates, financing for proposed projects cannot be arranged 
unless assistance in excess of $3 billion is authorized. 

lThese agreements are often termed 131(u) money, referring to the 
section of the act by which they are authorized. 

9 
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dHA'I' IS THE EFFECT OF THE 1982 TAX -- 
EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT --- 
(TEFRA) ON SYNTHETIC FUELS? 

APPENDIX I 

According to industry and Corporation officials, TEFRA by 
repealing or modifying many of the provisions enacted by the 
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) (Public Law No. 97-34), 
r;ignificantly increases the after-tax cost of major construction 
projects, including synthetic fuels projects, and thereby reduces 
the after-tax return on such projects. In addition, these offi- 
cials said they were equally concerned about the effects of not 
extending the December 31, 1982, date permitting the use of cer- 
tain energy-tax credits. Sponsors became actively involved in the 
development of synthetic fuels projects, expecting the economic 
returns would justify the projected expenditures. However, 
according to an industry official, their projected economic 
returns were highly dependent on a consistent application of the 
then-applicable tax laws, which have since been changed. In 
addition to these tax incentives, which were designed to encourage 
investments in energy production facilities including synthetic 
fuels projects, the economic returns available to project sponsors 
are highly dependent on future energy prices. To compensate for 
these lower oil prices and tax legislation changes, proposed 
projects will require increased amounts of financial assistance 
from the Corporation. 

Effects of TEFRA 

In amendlng ERTA, TEFRA reduces the after-tax return of syn- 
thetic fuels investment in the following manner: 

--Under ERTA, a project sponsor could depreciate the full 
cost of capital items including the part of the cost 
already decreased through the energy-investment tax 
credits. Section 205 of TEFRA requires that sponsors sub- 
tract half the value of the tax credit they have claimed 
from the total cost of the depreciable property before 
depreciating the remainder. For example, on a piece of 
equipment costing $100,000 for which a $10,000 tax credit 
had been claimed, the sponsor may now only depreciate 
$95,000 rather than $100,000. With the size and complexity 
of these projects and the amount and cost of the equipment 
involved, application of section 205 has a substantial 
effect on project sponsors. 

--ERTA established a system for recovering capital costs 
that significantly accelerates the rate of cost recovery on 
equipment and structures. ERTA provides that for equipment 
placed in service after 1980 and before 1985, the recovery 
allowance would be based on a 150-percent declining balance 
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method, increasing to 175 percent in 1985, and 200 percent 
in 1986 and subsequent years. The importance of these pro- 
visions relates to faster write offs that would enhance 
cash flow, and therefore, enlarge the pool of capital from 
which project finances could be drawn. Section 206 of 
TEFRA repeals the 1985 and 1986 increases and freezes the 
cost recovery allowance at 150 percent. 

--Previously, interest and property taxes attributed to the 
construction of real property could be deducted rmmedi- 
ately, or "expensed," in the year incurred, rather than 
becoming a part of the depreciable basis of the property, 
as with other construction expenses. As with the above 
provision, cash flow would be enhanced and the pool of 
project capital would be enlarged. Section 207 of TEFRA 
requires that such items be capitalized and amortized 
(deducted in equal amounts), generally over a lo-year 
period. 

--ERTA allows companies to transfer, or essentially sell, tax 
benefits generated by an asset to those companies that can 
take advantage of the tax benefits. This provision, 
referred to as the "safe-harbor leasing rules," can be used 
by synthetic fuels project sponsors who do not have enough 
tax liability to take advantage of their tax benefits to, 
nevertheless, receive some of the tax benefits by "selling" 
the tax reduction to another company. Section 209 of TEFRA 
imposes a number of limitations on this provision. For 
example, it places a 50-percent limitation on the tax lia- 
bility that can be offset by "purchased" tax benefits. If 
a company had a $100,000 tax liability, it would only be 
advantageous for that company to purchase $50,000 or less 
in tax benefits. Also, section 209 reduced the maximum 
amount of qualified base property which a "seller" may 
claim pursuant to the safe harbor clause to 45 percent in 
1982 and 1983. In any of these 2 years, if a company 
invested in property worth $100,000, it would only be 
allowed to sell tax benefits of $45,000. In addition, sec- 
tion 209 of TEFRA repealed safe harbor leasing after 
December 31, 1983. 

E,ffects of not extending the December 31, 
1982, date permitting the use of certain 
energy-tax credits 

Not extending the December 31, 1982, date permitting the use 
of certain energy-tax credits also has effected companies pro- 
posing synthetic fuels projects. The majority of projects under 
review and negotiation by the Corporation have not met the cri- 
teria required to qualify for the tax credits by this date. 

11 
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Under the Energy Tax Act of 1978 (Public Law No. 95-618) and 
the Crllde Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 (Public Law No. 
'atI -223 ), energy-tax credits were created and expanded. These tax 
C‘ t billlt-s could be used to help finance the types of equipment that 
arta Ijf'ncr-ally applicable to the development and investment in 
synthetic fuels projects. 

The 1978 tax act included provisions that provided a 
lo--percent energy-investment credit for investments on "qualifying 
enerqy property," which generally included equipment to convert 
alternative substances into synthetic fuels. These tax credits 
generally applied to qualifying expenditures made between Octo- 
ber 1, 1978, and December 31, 1982. The 1980 tax act essentially 
extended the 1978 act energy-tax credits for projects having long 
construction periods such as synthetic fuels projects. Under the 
1980 act, if certain conditions were met, such as if engineering 
c;trldicjs were completed by January 1, 1983, and if the taxpayer had 
clrttered Into blnding construction contracts for at least 50 per- 
cent of the total project, then the energy-tax credit deadline was 
extended to December 31, 1990. 

For a project having $2 billion in qualifying energy equip- 
ment, the energy-tax credit would reduce a company's taxes by $200 
million; the equivalent of an additional $200 million federal sub- 
s1tly. However, because the majority of synthetic fuels projects 
have not progressed as anticipated and, consequently, have not met 
the December 31, 1982, deadline, less than half the projects that 
the Corporation is currently considering for financial assistance 
are eligible to receive this benefit. 

Industry officials stated that for a number of reasons, 
including recent reductions in tax benefits, the job of attracting 
sufficient private sector investment in synthetic fuels has become 
Increasingly difficult. For example, one industry official com- 
mented that the incentives provided under the U.S. tax code prior 
to the passage of TEFRA were a far greater economic stimulus than 
additional amounts of loan and price guarantees from the Corpora- 
tion. Another industry official added that the uncertainty of 
consistent tax treatment merely compounds the other technical and 
market uncertainties of a synthetic fuels project. A November 
1982 memorandum, prepared for the Corporation's Vice President for 
Finance by one of his senior staff, stated that the effects of 
these tax changes could reduce the after-tax rate of return to 
‘;ponsors by 11 percent to 51 percent, depending on the form of 
Corporation assistance provided and the economics of the project. 

12 
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Any reevaluation of future funding needs is dependent upon 
what the Congress ultimately decides are acceptable levels of syn- 
thetic fuels production and diversity of technologies. With the 
Corporation announcing that it will be trading off production in 
thta short term to make more of a contribution to the diversity 
OF technologies' goal, a key short-term consideration is how the 
Corporation can maximize diversity from the $14.8 billion it 
intends to award by early 1985. A key long-term consideration is 
whether it is desirable for the Corporation to continue beyond 
this initial effort. If the Corporation's current program pro- 
ceeds as planned, some diversity will be achieved, but it will 
fall far short of the act's 1987 production goal. The Energy 
Security Act states that the Congress will determine the Corpora- 
tion's ultimate funding levels after assessing the Corporation's 
comprehensive strategy document, which it will receive in June 
1984. The Congress must decide, therefore, whether the lnitlal 
effort will be a sufficient contribution to future U.S. energy 
needs, or if it should grant more funding to the Corporation to 
provide financial assistance for additional projects to make 
further contributions toward the production and diversity goals. 

The Corporation stated that the $14.8 billion will support 
the construction of about 12 projects. Projects that the Corpora- 
tion is considering use various technologies to convert such 
resources as coal, oil shale, peat, tar sands, and heavy oil into 
liquid and gaseous fuels. However, a Corporation official stated 
that if tax law changes were enacted, it would, in effect, provide 
the Corporation the equivalent of an additional $8.6 billion to 
fund 5 to 6 more large synthetic fuels projects. He added that 
with additional tax benefits, the sponsors would likely not need 
or be given as much support from the Corporation. The Corpora- 
tion's 1983 Annual Report states that one dollar of tax credit has 
the same impact on the rate of return on equity to sponsors as $5 
of the loan 

? 
uarantees and price guarantees being offered by the 

Corporation. 

5A dollar of energy-tax credit is a net bottom-line benefit to 
the sponsor realized in the first years of the project. In 
contrast, a dollar of loan guaranteed by the Corporation has to 
be repaid in the future with interest and, thus, has a lower net 
present value. As for price supports, they will be paid over a 
period of future years and will be taxed as ordinary income, so 
their net present value is also low. 

13 
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At the request of the Chairman, Senate Committee on Energy 
and Natural Resources, the Corporation recommended certain tax law 
changes which would restore recently terminated benefits to syn- 
ttletic fuels developers. These changes are: 

---Reinstate benefits that could be applied to synthetic fuels 
projects which were removed by TEFRA. (These were discus- 
sed previously on pp. 10 and 11.) The Corporation esti- 
mated that this would free up $4.7 billion of assistance 
since TEFRA significantly increases the after-tax cost of 
synthetic fuels plants and, in effect, forces sponsors to 
ask for more Corporation assistance to assure an acceptable 
return. 

--Extend the deadline for certain engineering studies and 
other such work to be completed in order for a project to 
be potentially eligible for energy tax-credits, which 
expired December 31, 1982, for 3 years until December 31, 
1985. The Corporation estimates that only a few projects 
under construction have met the December 31, 1982, dead- 
line. It also estimates that half of its assistance will 
ultimately go to projects that failed to meet the deadline 
and that failure to extend the energy-tax credit date will 
probably require the Corporation to offer about $2 billion 
of additional assistance to these projects. 

--Broaden the energy-tax credit to cover ancillary synthetic 
fuels facilities (such as mines and pipelines) and tar 
sands and heavy oil projects. The Corporation estimates 
that 35 percent of the physical equipment and construction 
cost of a typical synthetic fuels plant is not covered by 
energy-tax credits. Extending coverage to this equipment 
would be equivalent to $1.6 billion of incremental assist- 
ance by the Corporation. The Corporation also stated that 
broadening the energy-tax credit eligibility to tar sands 
and heavy oil projects would be equivalent to an additional 
$0.3 billion in assistance. 

The Senate, on April 13, 1984, passed an omnibus tax bill 
that included extending and expanding the energy-tax credit for 
synthetic fuels projects. The provisions (1) extend to December 
1986, the date by which project sponsors must complete engineering 
studies and permit applications, (2) extend to December 1989, the 
date by which sponsors must have contracted for at least half of 
the project's specially designed equipment, (3) expand the cover- 
age to include tar sands projects, and (4) make permanent the 
coverage for oil shale upgrading equipment--coverage that had 
expired in December 1982. A tax bill passed earlier by the House 
of Representatives does not include any energy-tax credit provi- 
sions, however. 
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As pointed out in the previous question, industry officials 
agree that recent tax law changes are a factor that makes it 
increasingly difficult to attract sufficient private sector 
investment in synthetic fuels production facilities. A January 
1983 American Petroleum Institute Document, Financial Incentives 
Programs for Synthetic Fuels, stated that the economics of these 
huge capital investment projects can be improved and synthetic 
fuels production advanced by consistent federal tax policy that 
avoids creating disincentives to investment. One private industry 
official stated that it is an anomoly that on the one hand the 
federal government wants a synthetic fuels industry developed but 
at the same time tax laws are enacted which, in his opinion, serve 
as a penalty and disincentive to synthetic fuels development. 

The Corporation will not be able to meet the production goals 
specified in the act with its current funding level. Because the 
synthetic fuels industry has faced changing economic and energy 
conditions since the passage of the Energy Security Act, the Cor- 
poration has decided to fund projects that represent a broad range 
of synthetic fuels technologies rather than stress near-term pro- 
duction. While the tax law changes recommended by the Corporation 
would decrease revenues to the federal government--a controversal 
action in these times of budget austerity--they could have the 
effect, as stated earlier, of increasing the number of projects 
the Corporation can provide funding assistance. 

Ultimately, the Congress will have to decide whether the 
federal government should undertake the long-term commitment 
needed to achieve the production goals of the Energy Security Act 
of 500,000 barrels a day of crude oil equivalency by 1987 and 2 
million barrels a day by 1992. According to Corporation offi- 
cials, depending on whether the Congress enacts the tax law 
changes the Corporation requested, 12 to 18 projects can be sup- 
ported from available funds. If the average project size was 
11,000 barrels a day, this would provide no more than 198,000 
barrels a day of production which is less than 10 percent of the 
1992 production goal. However, Corporation officials point out 
that a wide variety of technologies and resources could be demon- 
strated. 

The Corporation plans to submit to the Congress its compre- 
hensive strategy by June 30, 1984, indicating its strategy to 
achieve the national synthetic fuels production goals of the 
act.6 After receipt and review of the strategy, the Congress 

6At its February 1984 meeting, the Corporation's Board stated 
that it plans to supplement this submission during early 1985 to 
reflect information and experience gained from further project 
negotiations. 
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will need to decide if the Corporation's anticipated contribution 
to the production goals and also the act's diversity goal is suf- 
fl(*i(hnt or if additional funds must be appropriated. 

w1ll.I' ARE-INDUSTRY'S VIEWS ON THE POTENTIAL 
i: f.- }<' fe% rrlfi OF REDUCTIONS IN DOE'S FOSSIL FUELS 
~~~':;II,~I,I'I~---A-ND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET ON THE SYNTHETIC 
1% lJl:r,j; --- (‘r~RI'ORATION'S COMMERCIALIZATION ACTIVITIES? - ---- 

Industry officials, regardless of the nature of their company 
(lt- the> type of project their company was associated with, ex- 
[)rcbs';t31'1 mixed opinions about the effects of the reduction in DOE's 
loss11 fuels research and development budget on the Corporation's 
dt)lllty to develop the initial stages of a commercial synthetic 
f II6'1 (I industry. However, our past report7 pointed out that DOE's 
1-t ' ( I I' <I-1 I c h c u t s could have an effect because the administration may 
tl,lvrb cjvc>restimated private industry's willingness and ability to 
<11iVdl1<‘~ energy supply technologies such as synthetic fuels. 

I'<ist federal efforts in synthetic fuels ranged from basic 
r6A!;(barch to working toward the introduction of new technologies in 
(*~)rnm(~rc! al enterprise. The following stages describe these 
taf li)rttS: 

--Research, which establishes scientific feasibility. 

--Development, which establishes engineering feasibility. 

--Pilot and demonstration, which involve constructing and 
operating small and intermediate-sized plants to show 
that processes and systems function properly. 

--Commercialization, which involves building commercial- 
size plants, verifying cost parameters, and providing that 
large-scale operations are economically feasible. 

Previous administrations generally supported a steadily 
lnct-flasiny level of funding for synthetic fuels research; however, 
f11n(lirl(q has been reduced sharply by the present administration. 
'l'tl(A administration's view is that principal reliance should be 
l~l,lc‘r~cl on private market forces to promote advances in near-term 
6brlrlrcly supply technologies and that the government's appropriate 
I olrs I!; in the area of long-term research and development. As the 
!ontq--ttbrm efforts move closer to commercialization, the adminis- 
tr,ltlr)n bc>lieves the federal role should be curtailed and private 
irl(lllc;t.ry should assume responsibility for near-term activities, 

-_- ---- 

hr~alysls of Federal Enerqy Roles and Structure (EMD-82-21, --- ---_ 
,-Jan. ?-b, 1982.) 
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such as construction and operation of pilot and demonstration 
plants. To carry out this policy, DOE funding was phased out for 
two coal liquefaction pilot plants and eliminated for construction 
of five demonstration plants. Since the Corporation is only con- 
sidering commercial-size projects, industry officials are con- 
cerned about the potential gap developing between DOE and Corpora- 
tion projects. 

We discussed this issue with various industry officials 
including representatives of energy companies, construction/engi- 
neering firms, and investment banking firms (see app. II). These 
firms were associated with projects encompassing a wide diversity 
of synthetic fuels processes and resource bases. Some of these 
processes are more technologically mature than others. For 
example, while a commercial-scale oil shale project has, since the 
fall of 1983, been attempting to begin operations, some liquefac- 
tion processes have never been demonstrated beyond the pilot plant 
scale. 

We received mixed opinions from these industry officials on 
this question. A narrow majority of the officials stated that 
DOE's budget cuts will not have a significant effect on the Cor- 
poration's ability to develop the initial stages of a commercial 
synthetic fuels industry. For example, officials of three com- 
panies, representing two major oil companies and an investment 
firm at one time or another heavily involved in synthetic fuels 
projects, stated that enough mature technologies already exist 
upon which to base a synthetic fuels industry. One official 
stated that it is not the status of the technology that is dis- 
couraging industry participation but the current low energy 
prices. Another official stated that he agreed with the adminis- 
tration's philosophy of the government only getting involved in 
the basic, long-term research that industry will not do. 

Almost half of the industry officials stated that the budget 
cuts did have an effect. An official of a construction/engineer- 
ing firm said that the Energy Security Act was written on the 
premise that DOE would continue to fund demonstration projects 
and, thus, the Corporation would eventually have a wider variety 
of proven technologies upon which to draw. He added that the loss 
of DOE's demonstration projects eliminated momentum in the 
synthetic fuels area. Other officials in energy companies and 
construction/engineering firms stated that synthetic fuels must be 
developed on a slower, phased approach which would include the 
intermediate steps of pilot and/or demonstration projects. They 
said that it is very difficult to correlate the data from very 
small-scale projects to those of a commercial size. 

In our report cited earlier, we stated that there is no ade- 
quate distinction between long-term research and development 
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projects and other types of projects. Also, the willingness of 
private industry to undertake demonstration projects may have been 
overestimated because of the risks and costs associated with such 
pro]octs. The changing economic conditions, declining oil prices, 
and the loss of slgnlficant tax incentives noted previously in 
this report contribute to industry's concern. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

We provided draft copies of the report to the Corporation for 
comment. The Corporation stated that it found the report to be 
very thorough and had only a few comments that pertain entirely to 
minor inaccuracies. These comments have been incorporated where 
appropriate. 
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PRIVATE SECTOR COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATIONS CONTACTED 

Project sponsors 
(energy companies, 
construction/ 
engineering firms, 

etc.) 

Ashland Synthetic 
Fuels 

Bechtel Petroleum 
Inc. 

Consolidated Gas 
Supply co. 

Exxon 

Gulf Mineral and 
Resources Co. 

Koppers Co., Inc. 

MAPCO 

Memphis Light, Gas and 
Water Co. 

Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Co. 

Occidential Petroleum 

Panhandle Eastern 
Pipeline Co. 

Phillips Petroleum Co. 

Rio Blanc0 Oil Shale 
co. 

Standard Oil of Ohio 

Tenneco I 

Equity sponsors and/or 
financial advisors 

First Boston 

Kidder Peabody 6 CO. 

Lehman Brothers, Kuhn, 
and Loeb, Inc. 

Salomon Brothers 

Trade associations 

American Gas 
Association 

American Petroleum 
Institute 

National Council on 
Synthetic Fuels 
Production 

Tennessee Gas 
Transmission Co. 
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-k& United States Synthetic Fuels Corposation 
2121 K Street, N W WashIngton, D6trlct of Columbia 20586 Telephone: (202) 822~66300 

April 12, 1984 

Mr. J. Oexter Peach 
Director 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, 0. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report to the Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Fossil and Synthetic Fuels of the Committee on Energy and 
Commerce, entitled "The Synthetic Fuels Corporation's Progress in Aiding 
Synthetic Fuels Development." We find it a very thorough report and have 
only the following few comments which pertain entirely to minor inaccura- 
cies. It should be noted that, as the report is based on events through 
March 1984, we have used March 31 as a cutoff date for our comments related 
to those events. 

1. Characterization of the status of the First Colony Project 

The characterization of the status of the First Colony Farms Project 
(referred to in the report as the "First Colony Peat-to-Methanol 
Project") is inaccurate. The sponsors did not withdraw their 
application as stated on pages J and 5 of the report and on page 4 of 
Appendix I. Rather, the sponsors advised in February 1984 that they 
would not proceed with the project under the terms negotiated with the 
Corporation as contained in the letter of intent/term sneet signed by 
Chairman Noble on December 13, 1982. The Chairman wrote the project 
sponsors on March 20, 1984 and advised that he was withdrawing his 
concurrence in the term sheet. 

It should also be noted that, because the First Colony Farms Project 
was still before the Corporation in March, the notations on pages 5 and 
6 of the report as to the number of projects under consideration for 
financial assistance should be 18, not 17, and in the breakdown of 
projects on page 5 the number of peat projects should be changed to 2. 

2. Number of projects to be supported 

Reference is made in the cover summary and on page 5 of the report to 
the number of projects to be supported by the Corporation. The sumnary 
says “about 12 projects" and the report says "up to 12 projects.” The 
former characterization is the accurate one, as there is a real 
possibility that more than 12 projects could be assisted. In 
particular, several strong small projects which could prove worthy of 
Corporation support may apply to the three outstanding solicitations. 

See GAO note 1 on page 21. 
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Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Page 4 

j. The "energy tax credit date" referred to on page 12 of Appendix I 
is the deadline for certain engineering studfes and other such work 
to be completed in order for a proSect to be potentially eligible 
for Energy Tax Credits. 

Sincerely, 

Edward E. Noble 
Chairman of the Board 

Enclosures 

GAO notes: 1. Page references in this appendix have been 
changed to correspond to page numbers in this 
frnal report. & 

2. The enclosures to this letter, which are not . 
attached to flnal report, contained edltorlal 
changes for clarification which are incorporated 
In the report as appropriate. 

(306307) . 
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